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Getting Started Using SOAP
James W. Cooper

The Golden Oldies station was playing one more Eighties hangover: “Killing Me
Soffly.. .” when I cynicdy decided the words really should be “Kilhng Me Soffly With
Hi Soap.” Or maybe that should be SOAP.

SOAP is an incredible clever way to transmit data over a network using XML and HTI’P,
and it is just coming to people’s attention as they begin to realize its power, especially in
Java. Of course, the real power of SOAP, or Simple Object Access Protocol is that it can
be cross language as well as cross platfomi. If it uses Java and XML it must be good.
That’s almost 100% buzz-word compliant

In this article, I’m going to show you how to install and use SOAP for Java to create
mote procedure calls between a client and server. while SOAP represents objects using
XML, we’ll avoid getting bogged down in the details of XML, and instead concenuate on
how to use SOAP, which itself uses XML.

The whole point of SOAP is that you can use it to tmnamit objects over a network in pure
XML form. The objects arc assembled into XML on one machine and sent to another,
where they arc then reconstructed. This process is called serialization and deserialization,
and sounds quite a bit like Java RMI or some other kind of remote procedure call
mechanism

SOAP can be used really nicely to send objects back and forth this way. And it has the
great advantage that unlike RMI, the transmitting protocol is plain old HTIP. This means
it will work between any two machines across any kind of network and thmugh most
firewalls without any problem.

The SOAP specification grew out of an initial proposal by Microsoft. However, it quickly
became apparent that thts nnnative had very broad implications and a large number of
companies contributed to the development of the ideas in SOAP. The Iinal specification
was written by scientists horn Microsoft, IBM, Lotus, DevelopMentor and UserLand
SoRware. In addition there were contributions from any number of other workers during
the specification process.

One important contribution was the development of IBM SOAP for Java which was
initially posted on IBM’s AlphaWorks site. This was later fltrther developed and donated
to the Apache project, where SOAP is now developed and maintained. It is this Apache
version we’ll be discussing in this article.

Setting up SOAP on your machine is most of the battle. Once you get everything
working, you can write really slick soap modules without much effort. So, in this article,
I’ll tell you how to get SOAP working on your machine, with an emphasis on Windows
2OOOiNT machines, although almost everything I say applies to Your Favorite Unix
(YFU) as well. We’ll end up writing our first SOAP program and you’ll be on our way to
a bright and bubbly future.


























